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The Bentayga Outdoor Pursuits  Collection includes  three different themes . Image credit: Bentley Motors
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British automaker Bentley Motors is appealing to outdoor enthusiasts with a new Mulliner lineup.

Bentley Mulliner's Bentayga Outdoor Pursuits Collection has three new specifications geared towards clients with
nature-oriented lifestyles. In total, 11 cars from the collection will be handcrafted in Crewe for customers in the
United Kingdom.

Outdoor rides
The three models are meant to reflect three iconic British activities: angling, horse riding and dog walking.

These pursuits are subtly referenced throughout the car, with a unique chrome overlay for each theme. Clients also
have the option to add bespoke inlays of a jumping horse motif, a fly-fishing scene or British foxhounds.

Interior of the Outdoor Pursuits  Bentayga. Image credit: Bentley Motors

Other bespoke features include a woodland embroidery scene, a woven wool finish on the interior door panels and
a sand herringbone tweed interior. Exterior paint colors are limited to Havana, Cumbrian Green and Magnetic to
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best complement the countryside car.

The SUV models also include 22-inch ten-spoke wheels that match the exterior paint, illuminated treadplates and a
hunter flask in matching leather to accompany fishing and hunting trips.

Mulliner often introduces unique collections that celebrate special interests or pursuits.

This fall, Mulliner created the world's first car collection honoring Russian ballet. The six-car collection is based on
Bentley's Bentayga Speed model and is the opening installment of the Russian Heritage Editions, an annual project
by the automaker in creating exclusive offerings for Russian consumers (see story).
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